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Dear All.

Greetings from Jai Hind College , your Alma Mater , which has completed 75 years of its journey of excellence & 

continues to march ahead in the Educational Arena .

Through "Circle of Friendship" which  features  our very illustrious Alumni & their success stories , we stay 

connected &  continuously strive to bring to you the best in every issue. 

Please go through the Newsletter & share the same with all your friends , contacts & other Alumni whom you are in 

touch with. 

Do send in your valuable feedback  

Take care. 

Jyoti Thakur

Executive Coordinator

Managing Board

Secretary Alumni Association
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We hope you enjoy reading this newsletter, & look forward to sharing some more of 
our achievements & stories with you in the next issue.

GREETINGS,
FROM JAI HIND COLLEGE’S
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

For more information, visit our website: www.jaihindalumni.com
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Dear Alumnus,

We request you to share interesting stories, articles, happenings, achievements, awards and & news related to 

Alumni of Jai Hind College that can be published & circulated

An earnest request to help us in this endeavour.

Secretary

Jyoti N. Thakur

Alumni Association - Jai Hind College
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JAB WE MET AT JAI HIND COLLEGE

A 22 YEAR OLD LOVE STORY 

SUHAIL AND SHAMEEN
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WE ARE SHAMEEN & SUHAIL AND THIS IS OUR STORY…

What the Campion and St Anne's common playground couldn't do in 10 years of school, the Jai Hind College steps 

managed in 2 months. 

Suhail and I both grew up living minutes away from one another and went to neighbouring schools. Yet, we had 

never met or heard of one another, up until our first year (2000) at Jai Hind College. If you ask Suhail  when he first 

saw me, he has a vivid memory of a girl, who unabashedly and unapologetically chomped down on what she 

thought was a well deserved, rather large samosa at the end of a successful French Club Fashion Show. That was his 

very first memory of me! I, on the other hand, had no idea he existed in that moment, clearly it was a really good 

samosa. 

Suhail was a science student and I - Arts. He was fun loving and carefree while I was studious and terribly serious. 

We couldn't have been more different. Over the next few weeks he tried his best to get to know me, to see which 

friends we had in common so maybe we could get a chance to meet.  I was uninterested and didn't give him time of 

day! I never skipped a class and would go home as soon as my classes were done. I wasn't like the other kids. To me, 

college meant studying, not wasting time, staying back to hang out after!  One fine day Suhail managed to get 

introduced to me through some common friends. I didn't think much of him apart from the fact that his smile was 

annoyingly charming. Little did I know how persistent this boy could be.

We soon became part of a common group of friends, one that met every single day! We slowly started to get to 

know one another and his once annoying smile was now nothing but charming. As I spent more time with him, 

I found that he was funny, witty, kind and so very intelligent. I was shy, 

unsure, and almost underconfident. He had an effervescent personality, one 

that I was more and more drawn to with each passing day. We were a classic 

case of “opposites attract”! Slowly we became good friends, friends that 

could spend hours together effortlessly. We found comfort, laughter and 

trust in one another. This bond we shared was deep, very different from 

anything I had ever shared with another friend. At some point we both 

realised that what we felt was perhaps more than a friendship. On the 28th 

of June 2001 Suhail “officially asked me out” in the middle of the street 

outside a Baskin Robbins just around the corner from college. This 

happened while all of our friends drove up and down cheering for us as he 

asked! We were now officially dating and the rest is history. This June of 

2023 Suhail and I would have been together 22 years. We have now known 
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each other for more than half our lives!  He was and is to this day my FIRST love, 

my highschool sweetheart, my fiance and now my husband and partner.  Our 

journey began at Jai Hind and it was straight out of a romance novel. The 

foundation of our relationship was rock solid and that helped us deal with what 

was to come as the years rolled by. 

Suhail and I dated for a decade before we decided to get married! In these 10 

years we were mostly apart! Suhail moved to Pune in 2002 to pursue a degree in 

Mechanical Engineering while I stayed back in Bombay at Jai Hind to pursue a 

Psychology degree. This wasn't easy but we made it work. Suhail came back to 

me weekend after weekend, year after year, as my parents were not keen on me 

going to Pune. He did this for 5 years unfailingly! In this time we had both 

graduated and were thriving in great jobs. In 2006 while I was working at Tata Sky 

(my first real corporate job) I felt the itch to go to England to pursue my Masters. 

The only problem with this plan was that we would now be further apart! I felt 

terribly torn but I knew this was something I had to do. In 2007 I left for the Leeds Business School. This was harder 

than we had thought it would be.! Technology had evolved a lot by then so we could use Skype to video call each 

other everyday for free! If we hadn't had that I'm not sure how we would have survived that distance. Leeds was 

incredible, I met the nicest people, had the best professors and my overall experience of learning while being away 

from home could not have been better!  That was the year I found myself, found out who I really was. I had a very 

sheltered upbringing and always felt a bit lost. That year at Leeds changed everything.  While I was on this journey, 

I had changed and this caused friction for the first time in our relationship! This was scary, something neither one of 

us was prepared for but we worked around it and stayed committed to one another. I wanted to stay back and work 

in the UK once I graduated, however, peak recession coupled with a debilitating knee injury meant that I had to put 

those plans to rest. I moved back to Bombay in 2008 and  that's when Suhail decided to go to Cass Business School 

(Now Bayes Business School) in London! We had a few months together until Suhail left in 2009. One more year of 

long distance, could we do it? Only time would tell!

The year Suhail was at Cass, was an eye opener for both of us.  While it wasn't easy we were 100% committed to 

another. Suhail graduated and moved back home in 2010. We were now almost a decade into this relationship and 

had a more serious discussion about our plans for the future. We couldn't imagine 

our lives without each other and were sure that we wanted to get married. This was 

the first time in our relationship that things got a bit “filmy”! You see,Suhail comes 

from the Sikh community and I, aMuslim! While his family had no issue with us 

whatsoever, mine had lots of reservations! My mother, born and raised in Karachi - 

Pakistan came from a religious muslim home. For her and her family this came as a 

bit of a shock! Suhail and I strongly believed that whatever your faith, caste or 

community may be, if your values and fundamentals as humans align, the rest is just 

irrelevant! We were truly sure of our decision to be together and build a life together 

and so we gave it time. We let my family process this respectfully and slowly we won 

everyone over. So much so that I think that they now love him more than they love 

me! A special mention to our grandmothers who we were most worried to break this 

news to, were the coolest of the lot and actually cheered us on!!! Suhail then asked 

permission from my parents to propose in Jan 2011 and we got married that 

September, with all our loved ones by our side. It was a week-long celebration of 

love and togetherness, one that neither of us will ever forget!

What are we up to now? 12 years into being partners and parents…

Suhail and I were together for a decade before we married. We thought being 

married would be a cakewalk, not much different from the ease we felt in those 

prior years of courtship. We soon realised that we cannot take that for granted, 

we soon realised that being partners as adults takes work! 

We have had a great run with lots of ups and downs along the way. We got a 

dog! We named him Bailey (RIP - forever in our hearts - Bailey Bear).  Moved 

cities (Bombay to Pune) the first year we got married. The plan was just one 

year but we stayed 5! (then moved back to bombay in 2018) There was magic 

and madness! There were months where we were totally broke, not knowing 

how we would make rent or pay any of our bills. We had some tough times, 

we worked hard and life got better and better one day at a time! We travelled 

the world, built our careers and made friendships and memories to last a 

lifetime. 

In our last year in Pune, Suhail decided to quit his job and become an entrepreneur. This was an exciting yet terribly 

scary time. Suhail took a leap of faith to act on an idea that had been brewing for a while. He went on to co-found 

Brightbrain - a digital marketing firm. When Suhail became a part of BrightBrain in 2015, the team had 6 people. 

Today BrighBrain proudly has 60! The team is brilliant and diverse in terms of age, gender and geography! 

They specialise in marketing strategy, performance marketing, search engine optimisation and social media 

marketing amongst other creative services. Their clientele covers a wide spectrum of industries, including real estate, 

D2C brands, automotive, B2B companies and lifestyle.In the years prior to this life changing decision, I was finding 

my footing in Pune. I was out of a job, with nothing on the horizon. My areas of interest were fashion and marketing 

and opportunities for this sector were few and far between in Pune. I was at my lowest as I had worked ever since I 

was 15. Starting with volunteer work, to becoming a teen entrepreneur ( I designed and manufactured shoes for 3 

years), to making a ton of money but realising that it wasn't for me. Working at Tata Sky in a totally corporate 

environment to head business development for a boutique European luxury brand, I had really let myself explore and 

learnt so much about myself along the way.  Now here I was, totally lost! 

Little did I know that the universe had its own plans… We got introduced to a pair of Expats living in Pune who were 

looking for a corporate trainer for their corporate training firm. They wanted someone who has NO prior experience 

in training so that they could train them. We met casually over dinner and I was hired by them that night! I had no 

idea what I was doing but they were so dead sure that I would do great. Boy was I surprised! Training came naturally 

to me and I had the best time learning from them. Things could not have been better until my knee injury came back 

to haunt me in style! I had another fall and couldn't physically train any longer. I served my notice wondering what I 

would do next ( I now consult as a trainer and head mentor for work readiness and career training  with children and 

young adults). I have realised over the years that the universe works in mysterious ways and I have learnt to trust the 

process! 

Once I had recovered and healed, Suhail and I decided we wanted to be parents soon! Little Alena ( Alena means 

light! ) was born soon after in November 2016. Alena is now 6 and is the very best of the both of us! She is a 

firecracker and is growing up to be an incredible little human. She is the centre of our little universe, our pride and 

joy. These feelings only grow stronger with each passing day as we watch her grow with sheer amazement and 

wonder!  I would like to end this article by saying this, that now, as parents, we often forget that we are so much 

more to one another than just mum and dad to Alena. It was just us for so long before she came along and we need 

to acknowledge and respect that too! We make the time, just him and I, doing the simple things we once did back in 

the day. Things that made us feel happy, connected and so in love!  Jai Hind Junior College was where it all started. 

We are Shameen and Suhail,  and this is our story…
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straight into being part of most of the clubs - Hindi Parishad, The Social and Dramatic Union, English Association, 

Gujarati Sahitya Mandal, Sindhi Circle and even the French Club.

I strongly believe (and I'm sure you agree) that Jai Hind is a great platform to prepare oneself for the world outside, 

a melting pot for students coming together from different socio economic backgrounds, be it for a future in 

academics or any other field. On a personal front, post completing my BCom, I went on to do an MBA from NMIMS 

before embarking on my professional career which included Advertising, Retail, Radio (Radio Mirchi, Radio City), 

Entertainment and Digital Media.

Last Position held

Chief Content and Digital Officer – Fever Fm, Radio Nasha, Radio One and Punjabi Fever. Theatre and Music 

Professional, Podcaster and Host of the 'Night Shift' on Radio One and Station Voice of Radio Nasha as Sharma.

My Mantra 

RRR

Be Radical but still stay Relevant and maintain healthy Relations.

It was not something that was thrust down upon us but when you think about it, these were our college values too. 

Of being radical and unique but still being inclusive.

In terms of relations, some of my best relationships even today are my college mates and the professors. A visit to 

the college is always welcoming and warm.

They say the most beautiful things in life need to be experienced... I am glad I experienced Jai Hind.

The Future Will be all about collaborations. That will be the key.

Thank you

A special shout – out to the entire team at Jai Hind for being such inspirations to us all and guiding us through a very 

important phase of our life.
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GAURAV SHARMA SPEAKS TO FELLOW ALUMNUS MS HETAL KOTAK  THE 5 MAGICAL YEARS OF MY LIFE 

Gaurav Sharma (GS), also GS (General Secretary), Jai Hind College.

First Impression

My first impression and something that I have carried with me till today; 

the very first address to us freshers in the awe – inspiring college auditorium, 

by our dashing Principal, Professor Shivdasani (or Shivi as we lovingly called 

him) dressed in all whites, in his sharp, inspiring, nasal voice “I WILL AND I 

CAN” 

And till today, whenever I am in a phase of introspection, my rescue mantra is 

our college motto “I WILL AND I CAN”

The Formative 90's

The early 90's was a very interesting phase as the country was opening up, 

|new career options were taking shape, awareness for new avenues had begun, 

including in the field of entertainment, it was a complete turn around.

Jai Hind led that march with all 

the professors at college 

encouraging students to think Out of the Box. A new future was 

unravelling...

Home Away from Home

To me, college was like a second home. Or should I say, it was 

'home'. The classrooms, the canteen, the shed, the green room, the 

auditorium, the fellow students, the college staff and of course the 

nearby haunts, Yankee Doodle, Satkaar, Eros Cinema, Satyams, 

Crossiants and Marine Drive,

Wanted to wake up every morning, catch bus no 108 from Hanging 

Garden and head straight to college (the canteen and auditorium 

mostly).

The Wonder Years

I was very active on the 'Performing Arts' front right from the start 

(elocution, debates, hosting, singing, acting) and thus jumped 



AWARDS & ACHIEVEMENTS
AWARDS - DR ZENIA MOTIWALA 

Dr Zenia Motiwala - Award for Excellence in Postdoctoral ResearchAWARDS – Ms Preeti Jhangiani

Illustrious Alumnus Ms Preeti Jhangiani does Jai Hind Proud

9 10
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Thanking Maa Ka Ashirwad- President

Mother Teresa Foundation- District Chairman (Gurgaon)

Bharat Human Rights Mission- National Joint

Secretary

India Redefined- Advisor

India Chapter International Human Rights Commission and Council- 

Vice President

International Teachers Association- Vice Chairman

Humanity and Peace- Global Director

Global Peace- Ambassador

World Goodwill- Advocate

International- Volunteer

Awards Received:

1.    Guinness World Record Holder- 2015

2.    National Awardee- 2018

3.    Mahatma Gandhi Global Peace Award- 2020

4.    Corona Warrior Award- 2021

5.    Padma Shri Nominee- 2021

6.    You are the Pride of the Planet Award- 2022

7.    Bharat Gaurav Puraskar- 2022

8.    Karamveer Chakra Medal- 2023

9.    Gandhi Mandela International Award- 2023

10.     Rastra Ratna Award- 

EVENTS - INAUGURATION OF AUDITORIUM
& SURILEE SHAAM

Dr ASHISH CHOPRA

OUR ILLUSTRIOUS ALUMNUS CONTINUES HIS JOURNEY OF EXCELLENCE 

AWARDS & ACHIEVEMENTS
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INAUGURATION OF AUDITORIUM & SURILEE SHAAM

Jai Hind College (Autonomous) is renowned for its academic excellence as well as for the extra-curricular & 

co-curricular opportunities provided by a number of committees. The centrepiece of the College is its magnificent 

Auditorium. 

To commemorate 75 years of its journey, the Auditorium was completely renovated over the last two years, and was 

officially inaugurated on 8th April,2023 with a musical event called "Surilee Shaam," to celebrate Sindhi Language 

Day.

With musical melodies rendered by renowned singers Saral Roshan & Manjushree Tejwani, the inauguration took 

place at the hands of Member of Parliament (Lok Sabha) Shri Shankar Lalwani . The event was graced with the 

presence of Shri Mahesh Sukhramani (Executive Chairman - Maharashtra State Sindhi Sahitya Academy). The Board 

of Directors and Trustees of the Sind Educationists' Association, Esteemed donor Alumni Mr Sharad Sanghi & Mr 

Anand Jhaveri , Principal Dr. Ashok Wadia, Ms. Jyoti Thakur (Executive Coordinator - Managing Board), and 

Dr. Kajal Ramchandani (Secretary – Sindhi Circle) were also in attendance at the occasion.

The Sindhi Circle Committee is an integral part of Jai Hind College that has hosted mega inter-collegiate events like 

Hojamalo. The team along with the Student Secretary, Dhruv Lohana, hosted the event - Surilee Shaam

Sindhi Circle of Jai Hind College organised it's signature event "HOJAMALO"   an Inter-collegiate competition 

in dance, drama & fashion show. The event was spread over two days ie 12th & 13th Feb 2023.

On the first day 5 finalist  teams of students  from  different colleges across Mumbai, participated in literary 

events such as ,Paper presentations & Quiz competitions. 

The second day saw the teams aggressively  participate in the Performing Arts  events such as Dance , 

Drama & Fashion show. 

The overall winners trophy was bagged by HR College & the runners up trophy by KC College & KC Law 

College. Jai Hind team participated but did not compete for the trophy & attractive cash prizes. 

The individual events were judged by eminent persons from Bollywood  & Television Industry. The finale was 

graced by leading Sindhi personalities. A Sindhi specific bazaar with stalls serving exotic Sindhi delicacies & 

others highlighting Sindhi culture was set up on campus for the two day event. 

EVENTS - HOJAMALO
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Dear friends,

I want to share a word that I genuinely love; “Grace.” Grace is being able to be centered and composed. It is the 

lightness of being, to tread softly in life and to be more agreeable. When saying yes is what gives the moment 

happiness rather than getting your way. Not because you are a pushover but because that person(s) matters more 

than the decision ahead.

I love the words of Viktor Frankl, Austrian neurologist, psychologist, and holocaust survivor: “Between stimulus 

and response, there is a space. In that space is our power to choose our response. In our response lies our growth 

and our freedom.”

So, choose wisely; how many times have we lost time and regretted it later. How many times have we missed an 

opportunity to mend a relationship?

We only have this life; we share the boat of life with a few people, some we have inherited, some we have chosen, 

but ultimately this is it.

Love is the only reason we are here; hopefully, it will always be there. So be careful, and widen the gap between 

stimulus and response; the more the space, the more connected we will be. Take a pause, agree more, and love 

deeper even if it hurts.

I am on a break for a month but will be back soon; meanwhile, stay well and safe.

COLUMN BY LIFE COACH 
MS FARHANA VOHRA "THE INTELLIGENT GAP" 
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Dr.(hon)Farhana Vohra

Website - www.miraki.in

LinkedIn - https://www.linkedin.com/in/farhanavohra/

Instagram - https://www.instagram.com/farhana_vohra/

Email - farhana@miraki.in

Rohit Jasuja

At the Dy. CM  Shri Devendra Fadnavis's Sagar Bungalow for a felicitation program for the grass root 

execution and involvement in the 75th Year of Independence.

NEWSFEED 
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MS BHAVIKA NAVANI

2019

Bhavika graduated from Jai Hind College in 2019 with a Bachelor's in Mass Media. 

She then worked closely in the marketing departments of top pharma companies 

like Bayer Asia Pvt Ltd in Singapore and Abbott Pharma in Mumbai. 

Currently she is pursuing her MBA from the Symbiosis Institute alongside working 

with global leaders in the real estate industry - Cushman & Wakefield.

1) What is your fondest memory of college?

Every day I spent in Jai Hind is engraved as the fondest memory in my mind , it was 

hands down the best 5 years of my life. All my years in college have revolved 

around organising events and so if I had to pick one from the basket it definitely 

has to be when in my final year I received "The Shivy Award" for being the student 

of the year, it felt like life had come full circle because I was always inspired by Shivy Sir right from the very beginning. 

2) Your favourite hangout spot in college?

I was always almost everywhere in college, juggling between lectures and events constantly, but if I was asked the place 

that brought comfort & peace to my heart it has to be my Sindhi Circle. The vibe of that room is enough to lift you up on 

a bad day and add to your excitement on a good day. Every corner of that room substantiates the love and effort of 

every student secretary & the hard-work that they have put in along with their team to make their year  success packed. 

3) Your favourite Professor?

Ms. Kajal Ramchandani, she was never a Professor to me but she was, is and will forever remain a mother. I have never in 

my life come across a soul as beautiful as hers. She has supported me and made me a better person in the 5years that I 

spent in college. She is the epitome of righteousness and warmth and she has always guided me to become a better 

version of myself. Even today I require her blessings for every significant event in my life , such is our bond. 

4) Your message/advice to the current students? 

Being a Jai Hindite has taught me that while it is extremely important to focus on your academics, it is equally or more 

important to focus on your extracurriculars because that is what will shape your personality and teach you the soft skills 

that are the most important for the years to come. Lastly, there is nothing like college life to be honest, if I were given a 

choice today, I'd just want to relive organising one event & experience the 

adrenaline rush that comes with being backstage. So grab this opportunity and 

make the most of your years at this  phenomenal institution. Good Luck :)

MS ABHA AJMERA

Abha Ajmera studied in the Arts stream in Jai Hind College from 2005 – 2007, 

after which she pursued a Bachelor of Arts with a Major in Psychology as well 

from Jai Hind, from 2007 – 2010. She completed her Master's of Arts in 

Psychology (Clinical) from the University of Mumbai. She has also volunteered at 

various institutions such as KEM Hospital, Thane Mental Hospital, Dongri 

Remand Home, Akanksha, etc.

She worked for a year at a private clinic, post which, she has been associated 

with the Psychoanalytic Therapy and Research Centre (PTRC). She is trained in psychoanalytic psychotherapy and works 

with children and adults at the PTRC clinic, dealing with patients suffering from all kinds of difficulties.

1.  What is your fondest memory of the college?

Participating in the Psych fest. Spending time with friends not just in college but also travelling to and fro with them. The 

graduation ceremony (having John Abraham hand out the certificates was a cherry on the top) was a great time to 

reminisce all the good times that we had spent in college. 

2.  Your favourite hangout spot in college?

Canteen, eating mirchi sada dosa. 

3. Your favourite Professor?

Ms. Sonal Sethna, Ms. N. K. Jyothi.

4.  Your message/advice to the current students?

Enjoy your time in college. Don't be afraid to explore, participate in as many events, attend lectures (as the faculty is 

great) make many friends and keep in touch with them!!! One doesn't necessarily 

make as many new friends later in life. 

KARISHMA MALKANI

Karishma Malkani's journey is certainly an inspiring one for many aspirant business 

woman . Karishma has developed her interpersonal skills over a period of time 

and has been successfully running her venture "Kanyadaan matrimonials " since 

Dec 99.  

After graduating from Jai Hind College she joined Hotel The Leela as public 

relations manager . She won an award during the riots for her long working hours 

during critical times . 

After getting married in 1997 her husband Suneel encouraged her to start 

something on her own where she could be a peoples person . Thats the way she 

started "Kanyadaan Matrimonials" and has clients all around the world . Lot of boys and girls have got married and are 

happily settled .. Karishma's other passion has been acting on Sindhi stage .. She has done more than 35 stage shows . 

Her performances have also earned her some awards from Jyoti Kala Mandir and Sehwani Panchayat for her contribution 

to Sindhi theatre. She has also performed as Lord Krishna many a times in Krishna ballets during Janmashtami..  Being 

religious she regularly offers sewa at Gurdwara and Ashram .. She is & always will be  a proud Jai Hindite .

1. What is your fondest memory of College

 ….This college welcomes one and all ,so was I ,right from the day 1, I felt at home .Specially remember beautiful smiles 

of Professor /Principal Shivdasani.

2 What is your  favourite hangout spot in college ?

.Though there are a lot of fav spots .. will mention few .. Green house , Canteen and library.

3..Your  favourite Professor? ….Mrs Dias

And we would always admire Professor Baldev Matlani

4..Your message to current students?

 Always remember Jai Hind College motto “I Will And I Can “ and also remember to give back to your Alma Mater in 

whatever way you can. 



INVITATION TO BE
A MEMBER OF 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Alumni Association Jai Hind College invites all to be a part of Alumni Association.

MEMBERSHIP FEES

1. Life Member: Rs.3000/-

2. Graduating Class: Rs.1500/-

PRIVILEGES & ENTITLEMENTS:

1) Life-time Membership of Alumni Association. 

2) Access to the Data Base of Past Alumni

3) Entry to all Events hosted by Alumni Association such as Annual Reunions, 

Networking Meets, Celebrity Talks etc.

4) Employment/ Business Opportunities by linking with well placed Alumni from different walks of life. 

5) Identity Card confirming permanent connectivity with your Alma Mater. 

6) Memento/ gift from Alumni Association. 

Register at the earliest & stay connected forever. 

It is Your Moral Responsibility.

Note : For further details contact Alumni Den,

Ground Floor, Annexe Building or visit our website www.jaihindalumni.com

Sd/- 

Secretary

   Alumni Association – Jai Hind College
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COMMENTS

JAIHIND COLLEGE ALUMNI MAGAZINE - MAY 2023

Mr Surendra Sakpal
"Thanks a lot for sharing the Jai Hind magazine. Everytime I read, specially cover stories excite me to know about 
our versatile Alumni and their achievements. All pieces are perfectly put together. Great work by the team."

2221

 Ms Celina Fernandes
" Thank you Jyoti very innovative as usual".

Ms Priyanka Kashid

" Such a vibrant magazine "

 Dr Vijay Dhar

"Thank you Jyo�, always a pleasure to go through this magazine ..
You are doing a wonderful job of keeping it up to the mark ."

Dr Simmim Bawa

"I enjoy reading this always "

Ms Deepa Mansukhani .

"The Jai Hind magazine is always a great read .. the diverse ac�vi�es and the calibre of the members is remarkable "

Mr Rohit Jasuja

"As always it is your  effort , keeps the circle alive and friendship connect for all with the Alma Mater"

Dr Kajal Ramchandani

"Our, 'CIRCLE of FRIENDSHIP' is just not a magazine or �ny booklet but every ar�cle is Speaking ,
Expressing,Encouraging All Elements of Life..
Sukanya Shah's engrossment in past memories of college made us proud & of course the laurels of our 
Alumni augment the JHC legacy. Must say..the ar�cle 'spiritual Leadership 'by 

Dr Gokul Ganesan

"Thanks for sharing,
Hearty congratula�ons on another vibrant issue of the Alumni magazine."

Dr Srila Dasgupta 

"Went through the magazine Hats off to your efforts
Such a myriad collec�on of inspira�ons. It's a story also of your  research work which brings to us such 
snippets of glory"
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